Introduction
Simulations of flow in rivers require an evaluation of the river flow resistance that generally is related with roughness value which can be described by Manning's coefficient, (n). So, it requires obtaining an exact value of this coefficient.
This is of essential step in any open channel flow study. The roughness coefficient may consider as the most sensitive parameter in developing hydraulic models for predicting water surface profile [1] . It is difficult to measure (n) directly from field observation and therefore it needs to be estimated.
Several factors affect the estimation of this coefficient for a natural channel. These factors were namely; surface roughness characteristics, vegetation, channel irregularity, flow conditions etc., [2, 3] .
Different methods for determination of (n)
were investigated by a number of researchers.
Ramesh et al. determined roughness value in open
channel system using an embedded optimization method, with constraints in boundary condition, using wide rectangular channel with the same characteristics of large natural channels in India [4] .
The optimal problem solved using complex method, depending on optimal model and it was applied on the flow of complicated channel network in the lower reach of the Yangtze River in China [5] .
The roughness value of Parit Karjo channel in Malaysia was estimated using Manning's equation
and flow rate of the channel was also calculated by mean-section method. It was found that roughness value ranges from 0.04 to 0.48 [6] . 
Hameed et al. applied HEC-RAS flow model
for assessment of (n) in Al-Hilla River, Iraq [12] .
The best agreement value between observed and computed hydrographs was (0.027) for whole river.
Hameed [13] identified (n) in Al-Kufa river,
Iraq by developing HEC-RAS flow model calibration, and predicted a value of roughness as (0.032), which also represents the best agreement between observed and computed hydrographs.
In this study HEC-RAS was used to estimate 
HEC-RAC Model Calibration and Validation
In order to make the steady flow HEC-RAS hydraulic model for Euphrates River more effective for predicting water flow, it has to be well calibrated and validated for more applicability and practicality.
These processes need two independent sets of observed flow data. The first set is used to determine the value of roughness, while the second set is used to validate the accuracy of calibrated parameters [16] . This model was calibrated using the minimum ………………. (1) Where:
hi is the measured water surface elevation in meter, hci is the computed water surface elevation at each cross section in meter, i is the identity number of the cross section, and t is the total number of cross sections. Table 1 
